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Introduction

Congratulations to candidates and centres for preparing so effectively for this paper despite 
the challenging circumstances of the last two years. It is a significant achievement in any year 
to prepare for a translation into German and to read, think about and respond critically in 
German to two works of literature and film. This year all the more so.

There were some very impressive performances from candidates who effectively 
communicated the message of the translation with strong control of grammar and in 
particular good control of verbs and word order. These candidates produced a high level of 
critical response in articulate language – by no means error free, but in control.

Most candidates were able to make a reasonable attempt at the translation, and to address 
the questions posed in Sections B and C at least to some extent. For some candidates this 
was a successful use of well selected evidence and critical commentary with real thought to 
how this could be used to answer the question. For others this was an attempt to adapt a 
related essay with greater or lesser success. Lower down the range, candidates tended to 
narrate or describe, and to assert unpersuasive claims.

Overall, it was a delight to be marking again, and to see what candidates were able to 
achieve.
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Question 1

The translation was generally well attempted and the full range of marks from 0 – 20 was 
accessed. The mean mark was very slightly under 10.

Examiners recognise that German is a grammatically complex language, particularly the case 
system, and take this into account when marking the translation, in order to be fair to 
candidates and to achieve comparability with other languages. For instance, it is felt that, 
while cases should be assessed, a candidate with strong lexis, verb construction and word 
order but a wobbly grasp of cases should be able to gain marks for what they do well rather 
than losing a mark in every box because of case troubles. For this reason, examiners expect 
an acceptable version of communication, verbs and word order to be present in every box, 
and additional grammatical features such as cases, adjective endings, prepositions and other 
structures are specifically targetted in about half the boxes.

For instance, "her job" was isolated in box 2, and the masculine accusative case ending in 
"ihren Job" was targetted. Where candidates selected a feminine noun such as Arbeit, this 
was accepted as long as the candidate wrote, "ihre Arbeit". In box 8, "with unemployed 
people" was isolated and the dative plural required. In box 5 by contrast, examiners looked 
for verbs, word order and communication, and did not require a correct ending on 
"erfolgreich".

In box 16, "since her childhood in the GDR", it became clear in the preparatory stages that 
"seit ihrer Kindheit" did not discriminate, in that almost everyone got the case after "seit" 
wrong. Rather than take a mark away from everyone, it was decided to look for 
communication and word order, and to target, "in the GDR". This did discriminate – a 
significant minority of candidates wrote "in die DDR" and a few wrote "in die GDR". 
"Childhood" also offered opportunities for discrimination. Many candidates did not know 
"Kindheit". However, examiners accepted reasonable attempts to form a German compound 
noun which communicated. So "Kindzeit" and "Kinderheit" were accepted, but "Kinderschaft" 
was not, because it communicated the idea of a large group of children, along the lines of 
"Mannschaft".

The emphasis in the decision making process is on fairness to candidates, discrimination 
across the whole mark range, and comparability. This is not to say that the case system is the 
only difficulty one might encounter. Chinese, for example, has almost no case system – the 
words for I and me are the same, for example, but it is definitely not an easy language. 
However, it is impossible to write sentences without the case system, so the Senior Team has 
made the best effort to deal with the realities in the marking.
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Communication on the whole was fairly strong. Even where candidates had grammatical 
difficulties, they did know many or most of the key words they needed to communicate the 
message of the translation. Examiners took a fairly generous approach to what 
communicated. For example, in box 8, "with unemployed people", "mit Arbeitslosen" was a 
beautiful answer, as was "mit arbeitslosen Leuten". Examiners also accepted less beautiful 
communication, such as, "mit Leuten, die keinen Job hatten" or "mit Leuten ohne Arbeit". In 
box 5, examiners accepted "Fragen stellen", "befragen", and even, "verhören", on the basis 
that it is a form of interview which is stricter than but related to journalistic interviews, and 
about half the cohort was familiar with this item of lexis from the film "Das Leben der 
Anderen". "Vorstellungsgespräch", on the other hand, whilst also a form of interview, gave 
completely the wrong mental image, and did not communicate.

At the top of the range, verb formation and agreements were well done. The main mistake 
towards this end of the range was using the wrong tense. Boxes 14 and 18, for example, were 
often written in the present tense, even in responses that were otherwise competent. Boxes 
7, 10 and 11 were designed to challenge candidates towards the top end of the range. A 
pleasing number of candidates were able to cope with the challenge. Towards the lower end 
of the range, agreements were wobbly and basic tense formation was patchy. In box 4, 
examiners saw "magte" frequently.

On the whole, candidates coped well with German's complex word order, mainly getting the 
inversion in box 7 and the warum clause in box 19, for example. At the very bottom of the 
range, word order tended to follow the English.

In addition to boxes 2, 8 and 16 which targeted cases, box 3 targeted an adjective without 
ending, box 9 targeted a relative clause, box 13 targeted an "um ... zu..." clause, box 15 
targeted a preposition (although 'makes sense' was the criterion rather than absolute 
idiomatic accuracy), box 17 targeted consistency of adjective endings and an opinion phrase, 
and box 20 targeted the use of "alles".
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This is a strong candidate, despite some errors. Boxes 7 and 15 were 
not awarded. Box 7 was the wrong tense, it should have been "hatte". 
Examiners felt that "auf" in box 15 did not communicate. Box 4 was 
marginal, as it should have been either "mochte es .. zu + infinitive" or 
"mochte ... infinitive", but examiners decided that getting "mochte" 
rather than, for example "magte", was enough.

It was accepted that a candidate might think that "die AFD" was a 
plural noun.

Errors such as "über ihren Initiativen" instead of "ihre" were tolerated.

This response scored 18 marks.
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Question 2 (a)

A small cohort of candidates addressed this question, and were spread across the whole 
mark range. On the whole, candidates were well prepared to talk about the social and 
historical context of "Andorra", with reference to both Frisch's intentions to create a model 
and the numerous reflections of post-War Europe in the play. The strongest candidates 
offered some insightful interpretation and commentary using well selected evidence to 
support their views, whereas weaker candidates told parts of the story and asserted that 
they were relevant.

Question 2 (b)

A small cohort addressed this question, with responses covering a very wide range of 
marks. On the whole, candidates were well prepared to talk about the "Lehrer" and the 
"Soldat". Stronger candidates focused on their importance for the work, with links to how 
they represented key themes and concepts. Lower down the range, candidates focused on 
their importance in terms of moving the plot on. At the lowest end of the range, candidates 
described what these characters did.
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Question 3 (a)

Candidates were roughly evenly split between Q03(a) and Q03(b), and the whole range of 
marks was accessed. Candidates were well able to talk about Ill and most candidates were 
able to discuss whether Ill was the victim or Claire. Some stronger candidates were able to 
consider that Ill and Claire were each others' victims, and a few were able to consider the 
extent to which the townspeople were victims (even though they eventually capitulated to 
the love of money and Claire's offer). Other strong candidates considered what might make 
someone a victim, and whether it was possible to be a victim if your own actions had set the 
train of events in motion. The strongest candidates selected evidence carefully, and made 
thoughtful, carefully controlled arguments which fully linked together.

Some candidates focused on whether Ill was a victim or a perpetrator, with insufficient 
adaptation to the requirements of the question. At the lower end of the range, candidates 
were able to talk more generally about Ill or about the work.
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The response tells the story, includes a paragraph in the middle of the 
second page which asserts that Ill is a victim, moves on to 
consideration of the word "alten" indicating that Claire has remained in 
the past, then expresses another couple of opinions about Ill with 
insufficient evidence, exploration or argument. There is some 
misunderstanding, and new information is included. The critical 
response is simplistic where it is present.

There is a wide range of structures and the lexis is fairly varied, but 
there is a lack of essay signposting language and language appropriate 
to literary discussion. The language is accurate.

Critical and analytical response: 7 marks

Range of grammatical structures and vocabulary: 17 marks

Accuracy of language: 10 marks

Avoid narration.

Omit material which is irrelevant to the question.

A simple structure would signficantly improve the response, perhaps 
along the lines of: reasons why Ill is the victim, reasons why Ill isn't the 
victim, weighing up, conclusion.
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Question 3 (b)

Candidates accessed the full range of marks. Candidates were generally able to explain the 
elements of tragedy in the work, although they predominantly focused on the idea of 
tragicomedy, rather than responding to the idea in the quotation about the arousal of strong 
feelings being necessary for tragedy.

A few very strong candidates were able to link the idea of alienation to the lack of strong 
emotions in the audience. These candidates were able to consider that, to the extent that 
alienation succeeded in keeping the audience rational, and if strong audience emotions were 
necessary to call the work a tragedy, the work could not be considered a tragedy. However, 
they also questioned whether alienation was fully successful, and argued that the audience 
did feel emotions – a couple mentioned fear and pity, or the sense of overwhelming 
impending doom.

Some strong candidates were able to point out moments in the play when the audience must 
feel emotions, whether for Ill, Claire, Ill's family or the townspeople, and to link this to the 
idea of tragedy.

A number of candidates were able to list elements of Greek tragedy which the playwright 
used, and so say that it was a tragedy, although most of these did not mention the role of 
emotions in tragedy. Many did comment that the playwright thought that modern life was 
too complex for pure tragedy, but this was rarely linked effectively to the question, and more 
often used to segue into a discussion of the comedic aspects of the play. Alienation was most 
often used in reference to the comedy in the play. There was a tendency for candidates in the 
middle of the range to say that the grotesque elements of the play were funny, without 
questioning whether they were actually still funny in the twenty-first century, or how they 
might link to the question.

At the lower end of the range, candidates were able to make some statements about the 
work.
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Question 5 (a)

Candidates accessed the full range of marks on this question.

The strongest responses considered issues of memory, partial perspective and bias, as well 
as how Michael's stories change, and the lack of clarity which we have about Michael's 
objectives, which might make Michael an unreliable narrator, and explored them effectively, 
selecting relevant evidence from the work, and considering how much of what Michael tells 
us that we should accept.

Further down the range, candidates mentioned some of the same issues, and asserted that 
these made Michael unreliable or untrustworthy, without giving a real sense that they 
understood what unreliable or untrustworthy meant.

Towards the lower end of the range, candidates made points about Michael and asserted 
that these made Michael untrustworthy, without real links between the points they made and 
the conclusions they drew. For instance, Michael is very young in the first part, so he is 
untrustworthy.

Further down the range, candidates were able to make some comments about Michael 
without reference to his reliability or trustworthiness.
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The candidate has organised the essay into reasons why Michael is 
reliable and reasons why he isn't, and there is some exploration, but it 
tends to be repetitive and lacks depth, and the logical connections are 
not strong. For instance, on the first page, the candidate talks about 
the detail of the imagery showing that Michael has a good memory – 
but this in itself does not show that he is reliable. Detail can be 
fabricated or misremembered. Memory is really important in the work, 
and Michael's memories are shifting.

The second paragraph does refer to problems with gaps in Michael's 
memory, but this is presented as a contradiction of the first point, and 
appears rather illogical. This paragraph shifts between points relating 
to gaps in memory and points relating to perspective. There is so much 
more that needs to be explored about memory, and Michael's 
perspective as first person narrator does not make him unreliable as 
such – just limited to his own perspective.

This essay is beginning to show some signs of critical response, and is 
somewhat organised, but needs to dig deeper, and to think about 
logical connections and justification, not only about "reasons why he is 
reliable" and "reasons why he isn't" to move to the next level.

There are some lovely structures combined with some very simple 
language, some variety in vocabulary combined with overuse of "ist" 
and "hat". There is some essay signposting language, and some 
technical language, but there could be more – conjunctions to connect 
the ideas would help. The language is mainly accurate.

Critical and analytical response: 12 marks

Range of grammatical structures and vocabulary: 16 marks

Accuracy of language: 9 marks
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Think about using logical and linguistic links between ideas.

Explain and justify.

Explore beyond the first idea.
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Question 5 (b)

Candidates responded with enthusiasm to this question and accessed the full range of 
marks.

There were some very strong responses, in which candidates considered Hanna's various 
actions, and whether they could be excused by her illiteracy, with distinction between 
excusing, justifying, explaining and allowing the reader to feel sympathy. These candidates 
tended to feel that some actions, such as violence and abuse of Michael could not be 
excused by her illiteracy, because illiterate people can tell the difference between right and 
wrong. These candidates tended also to refer to Hanna as a metaphor for Germany.

Towards the middle of the range, candidates tended to consider whether Hanna's actions 
could be justified (rather than excused by her illiteracy), and tended to consider her actions 
as a block, rather than differentiating.

Towards the lower end of the range, candidates tended to tell Hanna's story, and narrate 
what she did because of her illiteracy.
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This is a very strong essay in terms of critical response and language.

Critical and analytical response: 20 marks

Range of grammatical structures and vocabulary: 20 marks

Accuracy of language: 10 marks
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Question 16 (a)

This question was enthusiastically responded to by candidates. There were some very 
pleasing responses, and the full range of marks was accessed.

Candidates were generally well prepared to talk about Wiesler and how he changes, and 
most were able to relate what they knew to the question. There were some extremely strong 
responses where candidates had considered both what the criteria might be to constitute 
being a hero, and also had understanding of tragedy, and how you might define a tragic hero. 
Some related to Cambell’s hero’s journey and some to Greek tragedy (losing status, fall 
because of one error or flaw etc). One candidate referred to criteria I didn’t recognise but 
suspect to come from Manga or role playing games, and they were reasonable, along the 
lines of facing up to guilt. Most candidates were able to talk about the sad or depressing 
aspects of Wiesler’s life, and the fact that he lost his job because he did a good thing, and 
related these to being tragic. Even weaker responses were able to say, "saving Dreymann 
made him a hero" and "his sad, grey life and needing a prostitute compared to the colour 
and loving relationship between CMS and Dreymann show that he was a tragic figure." A few 
candidates slipped up and mentioned Ill as a tragic hero once or twice, indicating that they 
were applying ideas from their learning about Text 3 to the film. This was seen as positive, 
and the error a mere slip of the pen.
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This candidate sometimes loses focus and talks more about Wiesler's 
change than whether or not he is a tragic hero, although there are 
repeated attempts to link what is said to the question. These links are 
not all fully logical or effective. However, there are some reasonable 
interpretations and clear attempts to respond critically. The candidate 
takes "being a good person" and "doing the right thing" as equivalent 
to being a hero, which does not always work, and being "sad" as being 
tragic. In the paragraph where the candidate says that, although 
Wiesler knows he will lose his job, he helps Dreymann, and this placing 
of other people above his own job is not in fact tragic, there is some 
emerging critical response. The candidate's view runs counter to the 
view from Greek tragedy that a tragic hero must have a loss of status, 
but this is not a Greek tragedy, and based on today's values, the 
candidate's argument is persuasive. There is a sense that the 
candidate might have explored more, had they had the language to say 
what they wanted to, rather than what they could say.

Language is generally relatively simple, and there are inaccuracies, 
including in verb formation. However, the candidate generally 
communicates, and makes reasonable use of essay language, technical 
language and vocabulary specific to the film.

Critical and analytical response: 12 marks

Range of grammatical structures and vocabulary: 12 marks

Accuracy of language: 6 marks

Clarify and justify the criteria for being a tragic hero more clearly.

Explain the links more clearly. For example, explain why becoming a 
good person makes him less tragic.
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Question 16 (b)

A fairly small proportion of candidates selected this question.

There were some very impressive responses, where candidates were able to talk about the 
ways in which the film is true or untrue to history affected the quality of the film. They were 
able to discuss the authentic props and locations, and the degree of authenticity of the 
atmosphere of repression and the abuse of power, sometimes suggesting that the film was 
intended to portray these specific aspects of the GDR and it did so well, but could not be 
respresentative of every aspect. Some of these candidates were able to cite critiques of the 
film, specifically that anyone who had reached Wiesler's level in the Stasi would not have had 
the empathy to respond as he did to the Dreymanns, and that for this reason, the director 
was refused permission to film in the original Stasi prison. There was difference of opinion 
about whether this affected the quality of the film, depending on what the film's purpose was 
– candidates who thought that accurately portraying the regime thought Wiesler's 
unbelievable change of heart affected the quality of the film more than candidates who 
thought the purpose of the film was to convey certain messages, portray people in difficult 
situations, or simply, to be an entertaining, award-winning film.

Towards the middle of the range, candidates talked about some ways in which the film was 
or was not an accurate historical portrayal, often mentioning props, repression and 
perspective, but not always effectively relating their points to the quality of the film.

Towards the lower end of the range, candidates talked about the Stasi.
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Question 22 (a)

This question was addressed relatively enthusiastically by candidates and responses covered 
the whole range of marks.

At the top end of the range, candidates were able to discuss East and West Germany as 
parallel worlds with some development, reference to space imagery and making specific 
reference to Alex' words about his father, "Er lebte in seiner Welt und ich in meiner.". They 
considered the additional parallel worlds of the "GDR" inside Christiane's bedroom and the 
changing world outside. Candidates were able to relate this to the messages and key 
concepts of the film.

Towards the middle of the range, candidates focused predominantly on the difference 
between Christiane's bedroom and the outside world, with fewer references to the messages 
and key concepts.

Towards the bottom of the range, candidates tended to describe some differences.

Question 22 (b)

A relatively small cohort of candidates selected this question.

At the top end of the range candidates were very well prepared to talk about the use of a 
variety of techniques used to create the atmosphere of Ostalgia: music, lighting, props, the 
use of Super8 film to depict an idyllic childhood, authentic GDR film and the use of minor 
characters.

Towards the middle of the range, candidates tended to talk about techniques with 
unconvincing references to Ostalgia, or sometimes, to Ostalgia with only limited references 
to techniques.

Towards the bottom of the range, candidates tended to talk about characters' different 
attitudes to East and West, which was less relevant.
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Paper Summary

When judging language, examiners are looking for:

effective communication;
solid verb constructions with accurate agreements and a range of well-formed tenses;
accurate word order;
consistency – for instance, if the candidate thinks that a noun is masculine (even if it isn’t), 
it should be masculine every time they use it, and possessives and adjectives should 
agree;
a range of well-formed structures, including “um … zu”, relative and subordinate clauses, 
inversion, and tenses. These should all be used for the purpose of answering the question, 
not artificially inserted;
articulate language, where a candidate is able to say what they want to say rather than 
only what they can say;
complexity which is within the candidate’s reach. Overstretching can be 
counterproductive.

 
When judging critical response, examiners are looking for: 
 

response to the work within the context of the question. Very long essays tend to include 
too much, and to lose focus on the question, which is self-limiting;
critical response which addresses the question. This might take the form of PEE(L) – point, 
evidence, evaluation, (link to the question), for example;
planning: this does not need to be a full written plan, but the essay should show signs that 
the candidate has thought about which evidence is relevant to the question and how to 
form an argument to support their answer to the question;
arguments which link together.

What candidates should avoid:

writing everything they know – this will limit their performance against the marking criteria 
in terms of focus on the question and selection of evidence. It doesn’t matter how good 
the ideas are if they are not relevant to the question;
trying to use very complex language which they have not yet fully mastered. However 
carefully learned, this tends to go wrong in exam conditions;
answering the question they wish had been asked instead of the one that was asked.
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Grade boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-
boundaries.html
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